User-centered design applied to non-human animals is showing to be a promising research line known as Animal Computer Interaction (ACI), aimed at improving animals' wellbeing using technology. Within this research line, intelligent systems for animal entertainment could have remarkable benefits for their mental and physical wellbeing, while providing new ways of communication and amusement between humans and animals. In order to create user-centered interactive intelligent systems for animals, we first need to understand how they spontaneously interact with technology, and develop suitable mechanisms to adapt to the animals' observed interactions and preferences. Therefore, this paper describes a pioneer study on cats' preferences and behaviors with different technological devices. It also presents the design and evaluation of a promising depthbased tracking system for the detection of cats' body parts and postures. The contributions of this work lay foundations towards providing a framework for the development of future intelligent systems for animal entertainment.
INTRODUCTION
Interactive systems for entertainment and games have brought countless benefits to human wellbeing in a wide variety of scenarios [10, 23, 27, 37] , and the incorporation of intelligent features into these systems has been observed to strengthen their advantages and improve the user experience [6, 38, 40] . Interactive and adaptive playful experiences could have benefits not only for human beings, but also for nonhuman animals -to which we will refer from now on in this manuscript just as animals for the sake of clarity and simplification. Animals coexist with our technologically filled environments, and both domestic and non-domestic animals show interest in our human-centric entertainment devices, such as televisions, tablets and smartphones [11, 36, 47] . However, due to both their different physical features and mental processes [21] , current technologies or interaction mechanisms might not be suitable for them if the design does not take into account their capabilities. For example, interaction mechanisms that may seem natural to us, such as direct touch finger manipulation, tend not to be applicable to some animal species, e.g. birds or dogs. Following a user-centered perspective, the currently growing research field of Animal Computer Interaction (ACI) [18, 19, 25] considers animals as target users of digital systems and aims to design and develop suitable animalcentered technology. One of ACI's main goals is to improve animals' wellbeing and capacities by adapting technology to them, in the same way that HCI has improved humans' wellbeing by adapting technology to address human needs: monitoring systems could help in the detection of changes in behavioral patterns and early detection of illnesses [24] , remote communication systems based on wearables and gesture detection could ease the task of Search and Rescue Dogs [5] , and specifically designed devices could help medical assistance dogs to alert emergency services when their owner is at risk [35] .
A very promising area of research within ACI focuses on improving animals' wellbeing by means of playful technology [3, 8, 33, 48, 53] . Play is one of the most natural behaviors among all species [12] , and it is especially important for non-human animals. It teaches them behaviors they need to acquire in their adult life. It also helps to keep their minds and bodies active, reduces stress and could be an indicator of well-being [33, 53] . At the present time there is a lack of diverse and complete games for domestic animals, as these have not evolved very much from the throw-and-catch interactions for dogs, or chasing interactions for cats and their toys. Not only pets, but also animals in shelters or zoos need enrichment activities to ensure their wellbeing [29, 45] . Although there are a few proposals, such as electronic ball throwers for dogs or initiatives such as Apps for Apes [54] which allows orangutans to play games on tablets, they present some drawbacks. Firstly, the dynamics and interactive elements of the game do not change based on the animal's context and, secondly, when the animals are left alone they are unable to play with the technological elements. Given that animals need both personalized physical and mental stimulation [22, 46] , single-toy, nonadaptive and always human-mediated playful technology might not offer them all the enrichment they need.
In order to cater these needs, intelligent systems for animal entertainment would be a very promising way of providing new forms of mental and physical stimulation [32, 33] as well as allowing animals to play by themselves, without requiring a human to be present providing the technology. These interactive playful environments could be comprised of multiple devices in order to provide multimodal interactions and suit the needs of different animal species or even individuals within the same species. As animals mostly rely on body language to express themselves, the system could analyze the behavior of the animal and then manage those devices to automatically adapt their responses to the animals' embodied interactions. This is usually what happens when for example a human is playing with her pet, i.e., she observes the dog's wagging tail and crouched position and interprets it is time to throw the ball. In this way, engaging and innovative playful scenarios could be created, which foster both mental and physical activity and improve the animals' wellbeing in several ways. For example, a digital game could consider the position of an animal and its body posture in order to adapt the content of the game to the behavior of the animal, e.g. if the animal is overexcited or tired, the game speed could be slowed down, whereas if he gets bored, the system could introduce new elements into the game to keep his attention. In addition, humans could now intervene in these playful activities as participants, even remotely, and not just as providers of the activity.
With the foregoing in mind, one of the first steps to develop suitable intelligent environments for animal entertainment would be to understand how our end-users, the animals, spontaneously interact with different technological stimuli and behave with computer-mediated systems. This acquired knowledge would allow the appropriate metaphors and artifacts to be selected when developing engaging animalcentered interactions. The study of animals' playful interactions with technology would also help us to design suitable mechanisms to unobtrusively extract contextual information so that intelligent systems could adapt their responses to the animals' interactions and preferences.
This work is a first step in this direction and proposes, to the best of our knowledge, the first observational study which analyzes the interactions and preferences of cats towards different technological artifacts. In this respect, we discuss how the proposed technologies could be used effectively in future intelligent environments for cats depending on the observed interactions and preferences. In light of the observations, we also present the development and evaluation of a promising tracking system for the detection of the observed cats' interactions within intelligent playful environments. This is the first non-wearable tracking system capable of detecting cats' postures, body parts, location and orientation using depth-based information. Overall, the results presented in this paper would provide very valuable foundations to inform the development of suitable intelligent environments for animal enrichment.
RELATED WORKS

Technologically Mediated Playful Systems for Animals
Even before the field of ACI emerged, there have been several works studying playful technological interventions for animals.
An exploratory study with dogs has been conducted in order to study the nature of dog-tablet interactions with several preexisting tablet-based games for animals [1] [2] [3] . Results report that some dogs showed distress signs, reinforcing the idea that adaptive user-centered designed games which really support the animals' preferences are required. In this regard, there are several studies focused on specifically designed tablet-based games for cats. Cat Cat Revolution [26] is a digital game for iPad which shows an animated mouse moving across the screen the cat has to catch. The digital mouse can move randomly across the display, or can also be controlled by a human. Felino [47, 48] is an interspecies game designed using ACI principles. The game allows a human and a cat to play together catching elements which appear on a shared tablet screen. The human can adapt the game to the cat's reactions and preferences. However, these works focus on just one single game and interaction modality, and the human is responsible for the adaptation of the game's responses and features.
There have been several studies with non-domestic animal species which provide several interaction modalities and devices in order to evaluate the animals' spontaneous interactions and preferences with them. On one hand, specific devices for elephants, such as different types of buttons and activators, are being developed and evaluated [7, 9] . The goal is to select which mechanisms are preferred by the elephants to control playful features that will later on be introduced into their environment. Playful interactions with orangutans have also been studied. One of the enrichment solutions used in zoos has been the use of tablet-based games that researchers or caretakers have to hold towards the animals' enclosure [54] . The use of touchscreens inside the enclosure has also been evaluated [29, 51] . Another solution has been the design of specific tangible devices which make use of already known metaphors by the orangutans, such as poking with sticks [13] or moving objects [30] , to produce sounds. However, within these works the human needs to provide and/or take care of the technology and therefore animals cannot play when they are left alone. And again, most of the provided devices do not account for autonomous personalization and adaptation features.
Wirman [52] states that the study of animals' playful interactions with familiar objects could inform the design of playful and intuitive mappings to technological objects. In our proposed observational study, we will analyze cats' intuitive and spontaneous behaviors with different technological artifacts that could be part of a playful experience. This will inform the design of an intelligent playful system that would adapt the reactions of its artifacts to the animals' intuitive interactions.
To enable the system to autonomously adapt to the animals' interactions, we also need to define ways of extracting information from the animals' observed body language which gives us context on their intended behaviors. The next section will therefore analyze current technology for animals' body posture and behavior identification.
Animals' Behavior and Posture Recognition
Most of the works on animals' behavior recognition rely on wearable sensors to gather information about the animals' postures and movements, which are then processed using machine learning techniques. Canine Amusement and Training [49] is a training system for dogs consisting of IR emitters attached to the dog's harness, and a Wiimote's IR camera placed on the ceiling. The system detects the location and posture of the animal by tracking the IR emissions of the harness using the Wiimote. Another work has studied the recognition of motion-based dog gestures -sit, spin, roll, jump, etc. -using a three-axis accelerometer attached to the front of a service dog harness [43] . More recently, they have studied the use of a dog collar with an accelerometer and gyroscope for the recognition of head gestures on dogs [44] . In [15] , dogs wear a tri-axial accelerometer on the collar and, after being trained with a kNN classifier, the system is able to differentiate between 14 activities and 2 postures. The work in [5] uses a similar approach by placing more sensors along the dog's harness and then applying machine learning techniques to recognize up to five static postures and three dynamic behaviors. They have also compared the performance of the classification algorithm using supervised against unsupervised classification methods [50] .
However, playful scenarios require more freedom of movement and some animals might not feel comfortable wearing new devices that could somehow limit their spontaneity. Although there are a few examples of nonwearable systems for animals' behavior recognition [14, 16, 41] , these systems are only capable of detecting the location of the animal but no postures nor body parts are detected. In this paper, and after observing how cats intuitively interact with different technological elements, we will describe the design, implementation and evaluation of a non-wearable system capable of recognizing cats' postures, body parts, location and orientation during a playful activity.
PLAYFUL INTERACTIONS WITH TECHNOLOGY
There is growing interest in studying animals' playful interactions with technology within the ACI community. In order to design user-centered systems which respond to the animals' interactions in an appropriate manner, first we need to study how animals spontaneously interact with technology. Moreover, there are many different technological devices and interaction modalities that could be part of an interactive environment for animals. Depending on the species, the interest of the animal in a specific stimulus/device might change. In addition, the animals' personalities could also have an impact in these preferences [4, 28, 39] . For these reasons, intelligent systems would be of extreme value in order to gather the context of the interactive experience and adapt to it, i.e., learn what the animal preferences are and adapt to its interactions in a suitable way.
In order to evaluate which factors could affect these interactions, which devices would initially be more suitable, which are the observed interactions and how the system could adapt to them, an observational study has been conducted in order to evaluate cats' interest in different kinds of technologically-based stimuli and interaction modalities [31] . This section will describe in detail the conducted behavioral study, the activities and interactions that cats performed with different types of technological devices, an in depth discussion of identified cats' spontaneous reactions and interactions, and potential factors affecting the interaction. The cat species has been selected due to the lack of technological suitable solutions for them, however the methodology could be applied to study other animal species.
Observational Study
Subjects
Seven different cats participated in this study: 4 kittens of ages ranging from 2 to 4 months and 3 adults of ages from 2 to 5 years old. The cats were brought to the study by private pet owners and some also came from a local shelter. The humans accompanying them were thus either their owners or their caretakers. All of the cats were used to socializing with human-beings as well as with other animals. All of them were once stray cats: four of them were adopted by their current owners during the first six months of their lives, two are currently being cared for in private houses and one was adopted after stays in seven different caretakers' houses.
Technologically-based Stimuli and Interaction Modalities
In order to assess cats' interest and spontaneous interactions with different technological elements, a list of potential appealing stimuli of different types was defined. This decision process was discussed with experts in feline behavior and caretakers in order to assess which stimuli (and technological devices) would potentially be the most attractive ones for the animals. The first decision was to select which senses would be stimulated, i.e., sight, hearing, smell, taste or touch. For cats, sight and touch were the stimuli that both researchers and experts decided to incorporate into the first iteration of the study. Then, several technological solutions capable of providing each of the proposed stimuli were outlined.
Sight and touch are interrelated factors when it comes to selecting a technological device that addresses them. For example, a visual stimulus can be implemented by a digital or a tangible object that is able to move around. Regardless of its nature, an object can describe a trajectory in many different ways when it moves. Thus, features such as the intensity, duration and length of an object's movements could make a difference in the cats' perception and interest: when cats chase their prey or play using chasing behaviors they sometimes require fast and energetic movements of the prey/toy to jump towards it, while sometimes slight movements of a toy/hand cause them to approach the object and touch it curiously. An intelligent system should be able to replicate these interactions if they are detected as engaging for the cat. Two movement dimensions were therefore considered: in-place movements, i.e. slight, sudden movements of an object, and long distance movements, i.e. long and fast movements which encourage chasing.
Equipment
The room in which the study took place was 11.80 m long and 7.20 m wide, with a play area of 180 centimeters long and 200 centimeters wide of white cardboard placed on the floor. However, the cats could explore the room freely and walk away from the activity at any time in order to ensure their comfort and wellbeing. A Microsoft Kinect® sensor was used to record video streams of depth and color information from the cat's movements during the sessions. This information was later analyzed to identify play dynamics as well as common cat body postures during play, as will be explained later on in this paper. The sensor was placed on the ceiling, facing down, at a height of 250 cm in the center of the projection area, so depth and color streams from the defined play area could be recorded (see Figure 1 ).
For the digital stimuli, a projector was used to display images on the floor of the play area (see Figure 1) . The projector was fixed to the ceiling at a height of 260 cm. The supporting structure allowed the projector to tilt at an angle of 60 degrees. The projector applied keystone correction to the displayed images to rectify the tilt angle. The projected images were 180 cm x 200 cm, and covered the entire play area. The projected elements were in the form of cartoonish mice. The size and color of the digital mice as well as the background color of the image were adapted and pre-tested with two cats during preliminary sessions to ensure that the cats were able to see them. After testing with different prototypes, the final version consisted of yellow mice of approximately 5 cm x 5 cm on a black background.
Two small robots were used for the tangible stimuli: a Sphero® (see Figure 2 , Left) and a Parrot® Jumping Sumo with a tangible toy attached (see Figure 2 , Right). The first robot, Sphero, is an electronic ball which can be controlled via Bluetooth through an Android or iPad application. It also glows and its colors and brightness can be changed. Sphero's size, movement speed and luminosity make it a viable option to capture a cat's attention. The second robot, the Parrot Jumping Sumo, is not much bigger than Sphero but has wheels and does not resemble an object the cats would be familiar with. It was selected because of the smoothness and agility of its movements as well as its physical features: it has a retractable piece on its back which allows a tangible cat toy to be attached to it, which could make the device look more friendly or familiar. It can also be controlled through an Android or iPad application via Wi-Fi. Both robots incorporated predefined movements which varied in intensity and length: some of these were gentle and strictly in-place, while others were energetic and entailed movement of the robot a few centimeters. These predefined movements were included to study the type of movements with tangible objects that could be potentially interesting for cats. Both robots can be programmed through an SDK, which would allow them to automatically move around the play area in future development stages of playful scenarios for animals.
Procedure
The study took place in a room in which the cat participants had not been previously. It was expected that the new environment would cause some distractions during the experiment. However, it was not feasible to conduct this study at the shelter nor at the cat owners' house due to the set-up requirements. The cats were given some time at the beginning of the session in which no technology was activated and they could explore, recognize and mark the room. During the study the cats could move and explore freely, and they could leave the interaction area whenever they wanted to. If a cat showed boredom or frustration the activity was stopped and the caretaker or owner provided the cat with either a reward or played with him and its favorite traditional toy. Ethical guidelines for ACI studies were considered [20, 42] .
During the session, at least one feline caretaker or therapist was present, who helped to interpret the cats' reactions, behaviors and preferences for each stimulus. All the activities were presented to each of the subjects. The duration of each activity varied according to the interest of the cat. During each activity, the corresponding stimulus was triggered repeatedly for a certain time using a Wizard of Oz approach: a researcher was controlling the technology in order to simulate the reactions of an intelligent system when the animal interacts, following recommendations from the feline expert. Observational feedback was gathered from each activity and subject. The total duration of each session was around one hour. A camera with both depth and color sensors pointing down from the ceiling was used to record the cat's movements and body gestures during play.
Activities
• Activity 1: In-place movements with a single digital mouse. A single digital mouse was projected onto the ground performing in-place movements consisting on slight, sudden movements around its original position.
• Activity 2: In-place movements with multiple digital mice. Several mice were projected as it was suggested that the number of digital elements could affect the interest of the animals: some animals might be interested in the game with only one digital mouse, while others might require more elements to attract their attention.
• Activity 3: Long distance movements with a single digital mouse. In this activity, the researcher controlled the digital mouse and adapted the long distance movements to the cat's reactions in order to simulate a real chase: moving the mouse towards or away from the cat and performing long movements far away from the cat.
• Activity 4: Long distance movements with multiple digital mice. In this activity, the digital mice were programmed to perform predefined movements in the form of sinusoidal paths with random length and starting points. The number of mice did not change during the activity. Each mouse started a new movement from the final point of the last movement it performed so that the mice did not disappear of the screen during the activity (see Figure 3 ).
• Activity 5: In-place movements with Sphero. Sphero robot controlled by the researcher, performing different predefined in-place movements (rotation, jumping, etc.).
• Activity 6: In-place movements with Jumping Sumo. Jumping Sumo robot controlled by the researcher, performing different predefined in-place movements (rotation, turning around, spinning, etc.).
• Activity 7: Long distance movements with Sphero. Sphero robot controlled by the researcher, performing long distance movements around the play area, varying in intensity, length and path according to the cat's reactions and following the instructions of the caretakers.
• Activity 8: Long distance movements with Jumping Sumo. Same mechanism as in Activity 7.
Results and Discussion
Although cats' reactions and interactions were very different between individuals, several similarities could be found especially when the animals engaged into playful interactions with a specific technology. The results outlined in this section could be used as initial rules an intelligent system could follow to start an appropriate interaction depending on the characteristics of the animal user, such as age, size and initial attempts to approach the technology.
In light of the observations, the cats' age and size seemed to have influenced their preferences. The adult cats did not show any refusing behavior towards any of the tangible stimuli. However, three of the four kittens were insecure during their first attempts with the tangible stimuli, and finally the three of them played to a greater or lesser extent with the smaller of the two robots, Sphero (see Figure 4 ), while they practically refused to play with the bigger one. The size of these robots could have prevented the kittens from considering them a prey or even a toy, and they only ended up feeling comfortable with the smaller robot. It could be so because this robot, Sphero, is in the shape of an electronic ball, and kittens may be used to playing with a real one. Only one of the four kittens played almost immediately and with the same interest with the two robots, and this was presumably caused by the inherent curious personality of this specific cat, as it was the smallest of the four kittens and its size was likely to prevent him from playing with this kind of elements. In general, smaller tangible elements should be used for small cats, as these devices/artifacts must resemble a real prey the cat would want to catch. During the study, the adult cats showed more interest in tangible visual stimuli than in digital ones. Age might not be a determinant factor in this case, as different preferences between tangible and visual stimuli were observed in the kittens. However, it was observed that the novelty factor of the digital stimuli may have affected the interaction of some of the animals. Adult cats are used to playing with laser pointers, and the visual digital stimuli used in this study might remind them of traditional laser pointer games. Consequently, the novelty of the tangible robots might have affected the degree of interest of these cats in favor of the tangible stimuli. This shows that incorporating several technological elements might help in keeping the animals' interested. If the system detects the cat is not interested in a specific device, it could change to a completely different artifact (technology or interaction modality). Moreover, the system's ability of changing the behavior of the artifacts over time might play a very important role in maintaining the novelty factor. In addition, as experts do not recommend laser pointer games, the visual digital stimuli included in this observational study should in the future be accompanied by other kind of stimuli and/or rewards to complement the activity and avoid the cat's frustration for not being able to catch the light. Regarding the tangible stimuli, it was observed that incorporating familiar elements, such as a common cat toy (see Figure 2 , Right), to a robot's physical structure increased the interest of the cats in the stimulus, and the interactions with this robot were focused on catching the toy rather than touching the physical structure of the robot.
The familiarization factor should also be considered when introducing new elements into an animal's environment. Some cats might need more time to familiarize themselves with new stimuli and elements in order to show the same interest in it, unlike other cats who quickly start the interaction. It appears from the observations that this was not an age-related factor. Two of the kittens immediately or almost immediately showed interest in some of the tangible and digital interaction modalities, while the other two did not show any interest in the digital stimuli. It also took them some time to get used to one of the tangible stimuli, which they eventually played with. This should be considered by the system when starting the interaction. For example, if the body language of the animal indicates uncertainty or shyness, e.g., the animal approaches the device slowly or does not approach, the reactions of the technological artifacts should be smoothed to accommodate to the animals' familiarization pace.
The ability of the cats to keep eye contact with the source of the stimuli was observed to be affecting their interest in the activities with digital elements. When the cats were playing by chasing the digital mouse controlled by the researcher (Activity 3), they eventually jumped or tried to chase the mouse. This caused them to lose eye contact with their digital prey, which had been moved to another place, and the cats were seen to be looking around for it. In this case, the researcher could control the movements of the digital mouse, and placed it in a visible location for the cat to maintain its attention. However, if the system was autonomous, the lack of information on the cat's position and orientation, i.e. the cat's current field of view, would force the mouse to move randomly across the play area. This simple behavior would make the cat lose interest in the game or get annoyed. On one hand, the inability to quickly locate the mouse might frustrate them and, on the other, if the chase does not evolve intelligently and imitates a real chase, the animal would get used to the activity very soon and lose interest. The same would eventually happen with tangible stimuli if the robots were controlled randomly by the system. Effective mechanisms which consider the animals' location and visual range should be developed with the aim of informing the evolution of the stimuli, keeping the animals interest on the game and guaranteeing their welfare.
An interesting behavior was observed during the activities with visual stimuli. As expected, the cats behaved with these stimuli as they would do in a real chase. It is known that cats do not just run after their prey. They are very patient hunters, and usually sit or lie on the ground, waiting for the right moment to catch the prey. For instance, the cat sometimes lay on the ground, ready to start running, but waited until the mouse or robot moved towards him and then jumped at it. Other times, the robot or mouse moved away from the cat fast, causing the animal to run after it. During the activities with the single mouse or the tangible robots, a researcher was controlling the movements of the objects, and a professional caretaker was giving instructions on how to perform these movements in order to gain the cats' attention. This created realistic and amusing chasing scenarios for the cat, which might not have been the same if the visual stimuli had been performing random movements instead of adapting to the cat's reactions. In addition, sometimes the cat lost sight of the digital mouse, which moved very fast or ended up behind the cat. In these situations, the researcher noticed the cat's confusion and moved the mouse into its field of view. As before, this would have been impossible if the mouse movements had been randomized. Therefore, if future playful environments for animals are aiming to be autonomous without requiring human presence for the animal to play, they should find an intelligent way to manage these scenarios. The following section will outline a promising solution for creating intelligent, autonomous and engaging playful environments which adapt themselves to the cats' interactions.
BEHAVIOR RECOGNITION USING DEPTH-BASED TRACKING
As previously discussed in the observational study, animals adopt characteristic postures and behaviors during playful activities which will be useful to identify and detect. When humans interact with an animal, either using a traditional toy or a technological device as mediator of the interaction, the body language of the animal and the aforementioned observed behaviors give a hint of what to do next to foster the animal's playful interaction or to understand that the animal is not interested in the activity anymore. Intelligent environments must be able to extract this contextual information and use it to evolve the game and create adaptive playful scenarios. Some of these postures observed during the sessions conducted with cats are described in Table 1 .
These behaviors and postures of the animals during a playful activity are a very valuable source of information for the evolution of the game, e.g., if the cat is observed in a hunting position, the technological stimuli could be moved towards the animal in order to trigger an engaging chasing behavior. Being able to automatically recognize those behaviors and postures would provide suitable contextual information required for the development of intelligent interactive games which could run without requiring human supervision, autonomously adapting to the animals' interactions. Moreover, the automatic detection of the cat's orientation would allow enriching playful activities to be created in which the technological artifacts could use the cat's area of interest as the region on which to deploy the necessary stimuli to attract and maintain its attention. Determining the cat's field of vision at any given time, combined with the cat's body posture and location will allow us to create engaging and realistic activities. It will also solve the problems described in the last section regarding the evolution and adaptation of the activity in order to maintain the animal's interest in the stimuli. As the system is envisioned for playful interactive scenarios, non-wearable tracking systems would offer more freedom of movement to the animals without affecting their spontaneous interactions.
This section will therefore describe the design and development of a non-wearable tracking mechanism capable of recognizing basic cats' postures during playful activities, as well as their orientation and location within the tracked area. A prototype of the system was initially validated [34] to demonstrate its feasibility. Therefore, this section will describe the design, experimental procedure and detailed performance evaluation for the development of a tracking system for cats capable of differentiating between different postures and body parts using both supervised or knowledgebased classification mechanisms.
System Description
The tracking system has been developed using C#, Microsoft Kinect® SDK 1.8, and EmguCV, an OpenCV framework for .NET systems which has been used for image processing. During the sessions, a Microsoft Kinect® v1.0 sensor was used as described in Figure 1 to record the cats' movements and behaviors during the activities. The camera and depth sensor provided an aerial view of the play area (see Figure  5 ). The Microsoft Kinect® v1.0 sensor provides both color (see Figure 5a ) and depth streams (see Figure 5b ). The tracking system will only use depth information as input, so the color streams are discarded. Each depth frame provides, for each pixel, the distance in millimeters from the camera plane to the nearest object in that particular pixel (see Figure  5b ). Relying on depth information allows not only to differentiate between different body parts of an animal within the image, as could be done by computer vision methods, but also to exploit information about the location and depth of those body parts. In this way, an implicit 3D representation of the animals' body can be elicited. This provides a lot more information to differentiate between postures in which analysis of 2D images would not be conclusive. Moreover, these implicit 3D models of postures could be used to construct behavior models, ethograms, or activity recognition systems if temporal information and machine learning methods are also used. In the obtained depth images, the contours of the cats can be clearly observed as their depth values are greater than the floor's depth, which is constant. Instead, the depth pixels of a cat vary along its body, allowing a human eye to differentiate between the different parts of the cat's body just by looking at the depth frame. In the same way, different cat postures can be observed to generate different cat contours in the processed
Postures Description
Standing
The cat is standing on its four legs, head slightly higher than the body Walking The cat is standing, head slightly bent forward and legs moving forward
Sitting
The cat is sitting on its rear legs, without bending its front legs
Semisitting
The cat is sitting on its rear legs but bending towards the front Turning The head of the cat and its front part of the body are curving towards one side
Jumping
The cat jumps on its back legs, head and front paws up, all body extended vertically
Hunting
The cat bends towards the ground in an alert position
Lying down
The cat lies on the ground on one side or on their paws Table 1 . Different cats' postures observed during playful activities. March 13-16, 2017 , Limassol, Cyprus depth frames. For example, the cat's depth stream contour when sitting showed a smaller, square-shaped bounding rectangle (see Figure 5d , cat on the bottom of the image), while the depth stream when standing or walking showed a larger and rectangular-shaped bounding rectangle (see Figure 5d , cat on the top of the image).
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The first processing step of the algorithm consists of extracting the cat's pixels from the depth frame (see Figure  5b ). In the current implementation of the algorithm, which has been tested with prerecorded data, background segmentation has been done by simply discarding from the image those pixels corresponding to the ground, as the sensor was placed in a fixed position during the sessions and therefore the distance to the floor was known (see Figure 5c ). However, this approach can unintentionally remove the cats' tail (as observed in Figure 5c , cat on the lower-right corner of the image), which in some cases could be a source of valuable information when creating richer posture descriptors. Thus, more elaborated approaches for background segmentation should be incorporated in order to overcome this current limitation and to allow for more flexible set-up conditions. With the floor removed from the image, computer vision algorithms are applied to the depth image in order to extract the cats' contours, which now appear as grey-scale blobs on the image (see Figure 5d ). In this step, a cat's location within the tracked area can be determined by using the centroid of the extracted contours as a 2D coordinate. Each detected contour is then processed by a k-means clustering algorithm, which groups the pixels by their depth value and relative position (see Figure 5e ): pixels of similar depth which are located together in the image would be grouped together within the same cluster. The number of clusters was set to three in order to divide the cat's contour into the three most noticeable parts of the cat's body, i.e. head, body and tail. The following step of the tracking system would be the recognition of the cats' postures and body parts. For this purpose, the obtained clusters of each cat have to be classified into either head, body or tail. Once the head is detected, its position in relation to the body/tail clusters allows an orientation vector to be defined, from the center of the body/tail cluster to the center of the head cluster (see Figure 5f ), roughly estimating the cat's field of view. Moreover, not only the cats' body parts can be detected but also different body postures can be identified. Figure 6 shows six of the eight cats' postures described in Table 1 and their corresponding clustered image, i.e., with the cat's head, body and tail differentiated after running the k-means clustering algorithm over the depth data.
System Evaluation
The process of matching cats' body parts to clusters and obtaining the posture of the animal can be performed in two different ways. On one hand, supervised training could be used to apply machine learning classifiers for the detection of different body postures and recognition of the cat's body parts. On the other hand, we could use a knowledge-based approach and classify the body parts and postures attending to the observed data set. Here we present an initial evaluation of both approaches for the classification of the cat's body parts into head, body and tail, as well as the identification of the following postures: standing, walking, sitting, semisitting, turning and jumping.
Supervised learning classifiers have been used for two different tasks. Firstly, to recognize both the cats' body parts, i.e., classify the detected clusters into head, body and tail, and secondly, to classify the cats' body postures. These two tasks have been evaluated independently. For the classification of cats' body parts, the labeled dataset contained a total of 4266 feature vectors. Each feature vector described a cat's body part, having three classes, i.e. head, body and tail, and therefore with 1422 feature vectors of each class. A feature vector describing a cat's body part was defined with the following features: width and height of the cat's contour, average depth, number of pixels and shape descriptors (second order moments and Hu invariant moments). Table 2 shows the accuracy results of a decision tree and a rule induction classifier using simple split validation (70% of the data set used for training, stratified sampling). The rule induction classifier obtained better average performance, however the decision tree showed higher accuracy rates for the head and tail clusters. Both showed promising results and would allow to estimate the cat's orientation as for this it is only required to reliably classify the head and one of the two other body parts. For the classification of cats' body postures, 1422 manually labeled feature vectors were used. Each feature vector described a cat's posture, containing the following features: width and height of the cat's contour, clusters basic info (centroid, average depth, and number of pixels), distance between head to body centroids, distance between tail and body centroids, distance between head and tail centroids, angle between the vectors from body to tail and from body to head, depth differences between clusters (head and body, head and tail, body and tail), with a total of 21 features. Table 3 shows the accuracy results of a decision tree and a rule induction classifier using k-fold cross-validation (100 validations, stratified sampling) when classifying the aforementioned postures. Both classifiers performed relatively well, although accuracy rates vary among postures. However, the rule induction classifier performed better for almost all of the considered postures except for turning.
Supervised learning requires labeling the data, which is a time consuming task that not all users would be willing to perform. For example, it would be unreasonable to ask a cat owner to first train the system by labelling the data of her own cat. In order to allow the system to easily adapt to cats of different breeds, sizes and physical characteristics, it would be very beneficial if the tasks of labeling, training and deploying the model could be eased. Knowledge-based models have already been considered in several works [17, 50] when the costs for the preparation of datasets and training required in supervised learning are not feasible. Therefore, an exploratory study on the accuracy of the tracking system using knowledge-based classification has been conducted in order to assess the suitability of such an approach. First of all, an observational analysis on a sample of the recordings and their corresponding clustered images was conducted. As opposed to the supervised approach in which the classification of postures and body parts could be independent, within the knowledge-based approach the identification of each cluster depends on the posture being analyzed, and vice versa. For example, in some postures their clusters' characteristics were distinctive enough from other postures and hence facilitated the classification, e.g., the average depth of the head's cluster is higher than in any other posture. In addition, the knowledge-based algorithm will not differentiate between walking and standing positions, nor between sitting and semi-sitting, as the differences between these postures are very subtle and better understood by existing machine learning algorithms. After the analysis, a customized decision tree algorithm was implemented which considered the following parameters: dimensions of the cat's contour, number of pixels for each cluster and average depth for each cluster. The decisions on the tree are made in terms of the observed average values for each feature on the data used for the analysis, allowing a threshold for the variance of each of these values. This classification algorithm has been evaluated for the sitting/semi-sitting, walking/standing, jumping and turning postures, as well as for classifying the different clusters in each posture into head, body and tail. Table 4 shows the result of the accuracy analysis of the knowledge-based approach conducted by extracting 200 random frames of each posture from the data set. Each of these frames was processed offline by the tracker and the knowledge-based classification algorithm. Regarding the posture, the results indicate the percentage of cases in which the decision tree assigns the correct label for the analyzed cat's contours. Regarding the body parts, the results indicate the percentage of cases in which the algorithm correctly identifies the head of the cat and its body and/or tail.
The results obtained using both supervised and knowledgebased approach are very promising and demonstrate that reliable depth-based tracking systems for animals can be developed for the classification of cat's body parts and postures within an interactive playful environment. 
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
This work has presented, to the best of our knowledge, the first observational study on cats' interactions and preferences towards different technological stimuli, as well as the first non-wearable tracking system capable of detecting different cats' postures, body parts, orientation and location of the animal during a playful scenario. With the promising results obtained, we are working towards the development of a fully functional interactive intelligent system which integrates the tracking system and the adaptation of the stimuli to the observed behaviors.
As future work, new observational studies with different devices and technological artifacts, either off-the-shelf or specifically designed ones, should be conducted. This would allow to assess whether different mechanisms provoke different interactions and behaviors, which should be included into the repertoire an intelligent playful environment would manage.
Regarding the tracking system for the detection of cats' interactions, it remains to be studied whether just the detection of the aforementioned postures and movements would be enough to create engaging playful scenarios, or whether more postures should be detected. The detection of fine-grained interactions, such as touching a digital projection or tangible robot, or even more subtle cues as ear movements or tail postures, would not be feasible with the described system. Specific computer vision and machine learning algorithms should be implemented for this purpose.
In all cases, the use of more accurate depth-sensors in this kind of tracking systems, such as the Microsoft Kinect v2.0, would very likely improve the recognition accuracy rates. In addition, an exhaustive evaluation of the current system with different groups of machine learning classifiers, such as SVMs, Random Forests or kNNs among others, would be conducted. Combinations of several classifiers as well as feature selection mechanisms would also be considered.
The proposed approach for the detection of cats' postures, body parts, location and orientation could also be adapted to work with other animal species. A similar approach could be followed when working with species with similar behavior and anatomy, e.g. big felids, provided that the classification is adapted to the new dimensions and features of the species. In terms of species with different behaviors and/or anatomy, the tracking approach might change, and a prior observational study to assess the species and individual preferences and behaviors would be required. By conducting the presented behavioral study with cats, this paper provides an important step towards a formal definition of a methodology for the development of such interactive scenarios for animals. Moreover, the tracking system would also be useful for monitoring tasks in which the system could detect abnormal behaviors of the animals. It could also be used for training activities, in which the system would detect whether the animal is performing the specified posture correctly and provide a reward.
Humans should also be able to participate in this kind of playful scenarios, both physically and remotely. In this regard, it would be essential to study mechanisms to allow human participation in a seamless way. A similar tracking approach for the detection of human interactions could be incorporated into the system, as well as rules to allow natural interactions with the technological elements both for the animal and for the human player. The detection of the technological artifacts the system will manage could also be included as a feature of the tracking system. Together with the detection of the animals' posture and orientation, this information would allow to perform more accurate reactions.
Overall, this paper has presented promising mechanisms to lay foundations for the development of intelligent playful environments for animals, which would undoubtedly help to improve their wellbeing and quality of living by providing adaptive and stimulating interactive experiences. Table 4 . Classification of cats' body parts and postures using a knowledge-based approach.
